08-23-2022
PURCHASE ORDER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
All purchase orders (“PO Agreement”) issued by CNC Manufacturing Inc (“Buyer”) are made
expressly subject to these additional terms and conditions.
This PO Agreement is between the Buyer and the seller listed on the front of the PO Agreement
(“Seller”). The PO Agreement constitutes Buyer’s offer to Seller to supply named products
(“Purchased Products”) or services (“Purchased Services”) and is a binding contract on the
terms and conditions set forth herein when it is accepted by the Seller or on commencement of
performance hereunder. No condition stated by Seller in accepting or acknowledging this PO
Agreement shall be binding upon Buyer if in conflict with, inconsistent with, or in addition to the
terms and conditions contained herein unless accepted by Buyer’s written approval. Any
additional or different terms proposed by Seller are objected to and rejected unless expressly
assented to in writing by Buyer. In the event there are conflicting terms and conditions between
the PO Agreement and an additional valid agreement fully executed by both parties (the “Other
Agreement”), the Other Agreement will prevail through the term of the Other Agreement.
No revisions to the PO Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by an authorized
representative of the Buyer.
1.

ACCEPTANCE

By shipping the Purchased Products or performing the Purchased Services specified in the PO
Agreement, Seller accepts the PO Agreement and agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions provided herein.
2.

TIMELY PERFORMANCE

Seller acknowledges and agrees that time is of the essence in the delivery of the goods or
completion of the services within the time frame mutually agreed upon by Buyer and Seller, is
vital to the interest of Buyer, and that failure to complete the services within such timeframe
constitutes a breach of this PO Agreement.
3.

CHANGES

Company reserves the right at any time prior to shipment to make a change as to: (1)
specifications; (2) method of delivery; (3) place of delivery, (4) schedule of delivery and the (5)
quantities of delivery.
Supplier shall not make changes to deliverables, drawings, specifications, or schedule without
buyer’s written consent. Changes made without buyers consent shall be solely at Suppliers risk
and cost. – Also see 28. “Special requirements and Provisions”
4.

CANCELLATION

Buyer reserves the right to cancel this PO Agreement, or any portion of thereof, without liability,
if; (a) as time is of the essence in this PO agreement, delivery is not made when and as
specified; (b) Seller fails to meet contract commitments as to exact time, price, quality or
quantity; (c) Seller ceases to conduct its operation in the normal course of business; (d) Seller is
unable to meet its obligations as they mature; (e) proceedings are instituted against Seller under
the bankruptcy laws or any other laws relating to the relief of creditors; (f) a receiver is
appointed or applied for by Seller; or (g) any assignment is made by Seller for the benefit of
creditors. In the event of a cancellation, Buyer shall have no further obligations to Seller except
to pay for deliverables that were provided to Buyer prior to such termination and were accepted
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by Buyer. Upon termination, Seller shall provide any transition assistance that may be
reasonably requested by Buyer.
5.

DELIVERY

Seller shall deliver the goods or services to Buyer by appropriate conveyance no later than by
the dates specified in the PO Agreement. Failure to meet the agreed upon delivery date(s)
specified in this Purchase Order (or other written agreement) constitutes a breach of this
Purchase Order Agreement.
6.

INSPECTION AND REJECTION

All goods are subject to final inspection and acceptance by Buyer at destination notwithstanding
any payment. Such inspection will be made within a reasonable time after receipt of goods.
Buyer shall notify Seller if any goods delivered hereunder are rejected, and at Buyer’s election
and Seller’s risk and expense, such goods shall be held by Buyer or returned to Seller. No
replacement or correction of nonconforming goods shall be made by Seller unless agreed to in
writing by Buyer.
7.

INVOICING

Invoices shall be mailed immediately after shipment of goods or rendering of service is complete
to the address shown on the face of the PO Agreement and including an “attention to” line
indicating the Seller’s primary business contact at Buyer. Delays in receiving invoices, errors, or
omissions on invoices or lack of supporting documentation required by the terms of this PO
Agreement will be cause for postponing the start of the payment terms until the correct
information is received. Buyer will not be responsible for charges on invoices received more
than 120 days after the rendering of service is complete or shipment of the goods unless
indicated otherwise in a written agreement between Buyer and Seller.
8.

PAYMENT

In consideration of the performance of the completion of the obligations by Seller and
acceptance by Buyer under the PO Agreement, Buyer will pay the applicable invoice amount.
Payment terms are net 30 days from receipt of invoice unless indicated otherwise in a written
agreement between Buyer and Seller.
9.

DISPUTED CHARGES

Where any item or items on an invoice are disputed, Buyer may withhold payment for the item
or items disputed until such time as the dispute is resolved.
10.

SELLER’S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Seller represents and warrants that: (a) Seller owns all rights, title and interest in the products
and services and has legal authority to sell, license or otherwise transfer the right to use or sell
such items to the company; (b) the product and service covered under the Purchase Order are
of good and merchantable quality, free from defects in design, material and workmanship, are
safe and conform to applicable specifications, drawings, samples, descriptions and associated
documentation provided to the company; (C) the product and services, and the production and
sale thereof, and all warranties, guarantees, representations by Seller made or authorized to be
made in connection therewith are in all respects in compliance with all applicable international,
federal, state, local laws, rules and regulations.; (d) the goods are fit for the use intended; (e )
no Purchased Product and/or Purchased Service, or their sale or use will infringe any patents,
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trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets or similar intellectual property rights of any third party; (f)
Seller will comply with all federal, state and locals laws, ordinances, rules and regulations
applicable to its performance under this Purchase Order. (g) Seller has not changed any
compositions, formulations, or other constituents of the Purchased Products without written
approval from Buyer.
11.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS

Seller represents and warrants that no law, regulation or ordnance of the United States, or any
state or governmental authority or agency has been violated in the manufacture, procurement,
transporting or sale of any of the deliverables or services furnished, work performed, or service
rendered pursuant to this PO Agreement.
12.

INDEMNIFICATION

Seller shall assume entire responsibility for and shall defend, indemnify and hold Buyer, and its
directors, officers, employees and agents (collectively, the “Indemnitees”) harmless against all
losses, liabilities, claims, costs and expenses arising directly or indirectly out of or in connection
with the performance related to this PO Agreement arising from, but not limited to: Injury to any
person in the employment of the Seller or any Seller subcontractors; Loss of or damage to the
property of Seller, any subcontractor and any of their respective personnel whatsoever and
howsoever arising, or by reason of any actual or alleged infringement of any United States
patent, copyright or trade secret arising out of the services, products and/or deliverables
supplied to Buyer by Seller. The provisions of this paragraph “Indemnification” shall survive the
termination of the PO Agreement for whatever reason.
13.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Seller acknowledges that it is, may be or will be privy to Confidential Information. Seller agrees
it will use the Confidential Information only in the furtherance of its work under the PO
Agreement and shall not transfer or otherwise disclose the Confidential Information to any third
party except with written authorization from an officer of Buyer.
14.

INSURANCE

Whenever Seller shall, by virtue hereof, have in its possession property of Buyer, Seller shall be
deemed as insurer thereof and shall be responsible for its safe return to Buyer.
If Seller is to perform any services for Buyer on any premises owned or controlled by Buyer or
elsewhere, Seller agrees to: (1) keep such premises and work free and clear of all mechanic’s
liens, and furnish to Buyer proper affidavits and/or waivers certifying thereto; (2) perform such
services at Seller’s sole risk prior to its written acceptance by Buyer, and replace at Seller’s sole
expense all property damaged or destroyed by any cause whatsoever; (3) carry workmen’s
compensation insurance covering all employees to be used by Seller or Seller’s subcontractors
in connection with such services and public liability insurance covering Seller’s liability
hereunder; and (4) prior to commencing the performance of any services hereunder, furnish to
Buyer certificates of its insurance carrier showing that such workmen’s compensation and
liability and property damage insurance is in force.
All shipments shall be insured for full value of goods therein. This insurance shall include the full
value of any materials furnished by Buyer whether or not these materials have been altered by
Seller. Seller accepts full responsibility for financial reimbursement to Buyer for all materials, lost
or damaged and not insured.
15.

PACKAGING
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All goods must be packaged, shipped and by the route and carrier designated by Buyer. If
Buyer does not specify the manner in which the goods must be packaged, Seller shall package
the goods so as to avoid any damage in transit using “Best Practice” methods. If Buyer does not
specify the manner of shipment, route, or carrier, Seller shall ship the goods at the lowest
possible transportation rates, consistent with Seller's obligation to meet the delivery schedule
set forth in this Order.
16.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Seller will provide Services to Buyer. without discrimination on account of race, sex, color,
religion, national origin, age, physical or mental disability, veteran’s status, or any other
infringement upon the law(s).
17.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

All disputes arising under this Agreement shall be settled in a federal or state court of competent
jurisdiction located in Coatesville, Pennsylvania. All parties hereto hereby irrevocably submit to
the non-exclusive jurisdiction of any federal or state court located within Coatesville,
Pennsylvania, with respect to any legal action or proceeding arising out of or relating to this PO
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby and each party hereby irrevocably
agrees that all claims in respect of such dispute or any suit, action or proceeding related thereto
may be heard and determined in such courts. The parties hereby irrevocably waive, to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which they may now or hereafter have
to the laying of venue of any such action or proceeding brought in such court or any defense of
inconvenient forum for the maintenance of such action or proceeding may be enforced in other
jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any manner provided by law. Each of the parties
hereto hereby consents to be served by any party to this PO Agreement in any suit, action, or
proceeding delivered personally or by the mailing of a copy thereof postage prepaid by United
States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, or by any nationally recognized
overnight carrier service (i.e., Fed Ex or UPS) with delivery confirmation, to the parties at the
addresses set forth in this Agreement.
18.

ASSIGNMENT

No assignment of any rights, including rights to money due or to become due hereunder, or
delegation of any duties under this order shall be binding upon Buyer until its written consent
has been obtained.
19.

HEADINGS

The headings contained in this PO Agreement are for convenience of reference only and are
not intended to have any substantive significance in interpreting this PO Agreement.
20.

FORCE MAJEURE

Both parties shall be relieved from any and all liability under or in connection with this PO
Agreement to the extent that such liability arises from any failure to perform any of its
obligations under or in connection with this PO Agreement has been caused or contributed to by
a force majeure event or circumstance including acts of God, war, hostilities (whether war be
declared or not), civil disturbance, government action, strikes, lock-outs, or labor disputes,
computer virus, or any other event or circumstance or cause whatsoever beyond the reasonable
control of the party.
21.

SEVERABILITY AND INDIVIDUAL PROVISIONS
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If any term, condition, or provision of this PO Agreement is for any reason declared or found to
be illegal, invalid, ineffective, inoperable, or otherwise unenforceable, it shall be severed and
deemed to be deleted from this PO Agreement and the validity and enforceability of the
remainder of this PO Agreement shall not be affected or impaired thereby the remaining terms
shall remain in full force and effect.
22.

WAIVER OF FAILURE TO ENFORCE A PROVISION

Failure by either party at any time to enforce any provision of this PO Agreement against the
other shall not be construed as a waiver of such entitlement and shall not affect the validity of
this PO Agreement or any part or parts hereof or the right of the relevant party to enforce any
provision in accordance with its terms. The rights and/or remedies of either party may only be
waived by formal written waiver which is signed by a duly authorized representative of the party
waiving its rights and which makes express and unequivocal reference to the waiver being
made.
23.

APPLICABLE LAW

This PO Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of Pennsylvania, without regard to conflicts-of-law principles.
24.

CODE OF ETHICS

All parties involved in this PO Agreement whether directly or indirectly agree to follow and abide
by all country, state, county and/or city’s, standard Code of Ethics in which the work or service is
performed, regarding fair treatment of employees, business interactions, financial transactions,
and trade/purchasing agreements. The employees and staff of all parties involved which directly
or indirectly contribute in any way to the purchase, manufacture, inspection, sale, delivery, or
other applicable operation related to this PO should be made aware of both their ethical and
personal responsibility for the conformity and safety of any work or service being performed.
25.

INFORMATION FOR EXTERNAL PROVIDERS

All products and/or services defined in this purchase order must undergo adequate inspection
by the supplier prior to ship/release to CNC Manufacturing. This must be done using appropriate
equipment and methods to determine conformity. When required by the purchase order, CNC
Manufacturing must approve the use of any statistical techniques for product acceptance and
related instructions for acceptance utilized by the supplier. When required by the purchase
order, CNC Manufacturing, its customers and any regulatory authorities will be granted access
to the sellers facilities for a source inspection of product before shipment.
Only calibrated equipment (where applicable) or commonly acceptable inspection practices
should be used. Upon request or as a requirement of this purchase order, it is the responsibility
of the supplier to notify CNC Manufacturing Inc. of any Non-Conformances found in relation to
both products and/or processes. If further investigation of these non-conformances is warranted,
the supplier agrees to provide and allow CNC Manufacturing Inc., its customers and any
regulatory authorities access to any applicable facilities and to applicable documented
information, at any level of the supply chain related or deemed relevant to the investigation.
All processes or operations being utilized to produce these products or services must be proven
capable of repeatedly producing products or services to desired specifications. This may be
determined by utilizing any commonly acceptable practices such as First Piece and in-process
inspections, PFMEA, AQL Sampling, etc. Determinations of conformity and the
Certification/Approval for release of these products and services must be performed or
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authorized by competent and/or qualified personnel. Staff/employee competency and
qualification shall be determined internally by the supplier.
Supplier shall not alter the physical or chemical properties of any material furnished to it except
in accordance with applicable specifications as communicated via the purchase order or
drawings.
26.

Specialty Metals

If Supplier delivers any item(s) under this contract that contain specialty metals, Supplier agrees
that such specialty metals shall be melted in the United States or a qualifying country. The
definitions of “specialty metals” and “qualifying countries” are set forth in DFARS 252.225-7008,
252.225-7009, 252.225-7010 and 252.225-7012 which are incorporated herein by reference.
27.

FLOWDOWN REQUIREMENTS

All applicable requirements that are invoked or applied to the customer’s purchasing document,
including this clause, shall be flowed down to the supplier’s sub-tier suppliers.
28.

FOD PREVENTION

The supplier shall assure that work is accomplished in a manner preventing foreign objects or
material from entering and remaining in deliverable items.
29.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS AND PROVISIONS

CNC Manufacturing follows the requirements and guidelines as defined by both the ISO9001
and AS9100 standards. Some of these requirements also apply to all suppliers, sub-tier
suppliers, processors, testing laboratories, or other companies utilized by CNC Manufacturing
Inc. or its contractors. CNC Manufacturing Inc. reserves the right to verify the adherence to
these requirements by all parties mentioned at any time through any methods deemed
necessary and reasonable and without causing undue burden. If stricter adherence, instruction,
action, or control, are required by CNC Manufacturing of these parties, they will be further
detailed in this purchase order or provided documentation. All parties are required to: a.
implement a quality management system; b. use customer-designated or approved external
providers, including process sources (e.g., special processes); c. notify the organization of
nonconforming processes, products, or services and obtain approval for their disposition; d.
implement systems or training to prevent the use of counterfeit parts; e. notify the organization
of changes to processes, products, or services, including changes of their external providers or
location of manufacture, and obtain the organization’s approval; f. flow down to external
providers applicable requirements including customer requirements and requirements outlined
by these terms and conditions; g. provide test specimens for design approval,
inspection/verification, investigation, or auditing when requested; h. retain relevant documented
information (e.g. certifications, testing reports, etc.), and define retention periods and disposition
requirements for these documents unless otherwise defined by additional requirements and
terms herein.
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